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Sanctions, or restrictive measures, are political trade restrictions directed at countries, groups, 

entities or individuals with the aim of inducing a change in behaviour, imposing costs or obstacles 

for the target, or sending a normative or public signal about the target’s behaviour. Sanctions vary in 

character according to the situation which they address: they may be comprised of restrictions such 

as arms embargoes, import and export bans on certain objects or substances, financial restrictions 

and travel bans. Sanctions may be unilateral or multilateral, depending on how many States adhere 

to the sanction regime.  

 

Sanction regimes are often established by the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and by the 

Council of the EU. At the date of publication, the EU has 26 autonomous sanction regimes in place 

concerning specific situations in various regions of the world – Belarus, Iran, Myanmar, Russia, Syria 

(to name a few) – or against broader threats – cyberattacks, proliferation of chemical weapons, 

terrorism, human rights violations and abuses.  

 

In order for sanctions to be efficient, the UNSC and the EU generally require Member States to 

penalise sanctions violations in their national jurisdictions. However, in practice, very few 

individuals or legal persons responsible for sanctions violations are effectively held accountable. Yet, 

investigating and prosecuting such violations could prove critical in the overall fight against impunity 

for core international crimes, including genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes, in 

particular where corporate actors are involved.  

 

Corporate actors involved in the trade of natural resources, weapons or chemicals, for instance, may 

operate or have business interests in parts of the world plagued by crisis, poverty and armed conflict, 

where gross violations of human rights and core international crimes are more likely to occur. Parent 

companies registered in a EU Member State can operate through local subsidiaries in such areas. 

Recent cases, such as the Lafarge case in France, have demonstrated that criminal liability of 

corporations conducting business in this context may be sought before national courts for sanctions 

violations and potential complicity in core international crimes.  

 

Where complicity in core international crimes may be too complex to prove, the prosecution of 

sanctions violations may provide an alternative path towards accountability. They may also help 

establish a link or nexus needed in some countries for core international crimes proceedings to be 

initiated under the universal jurisdiction principle. Therefore, sanctions monitoring and the 

adequate penalisation of sanctions violations should be fully integrated into EU Member States and 

practitioners’ overall strategies to fight against impunity. In addition, a coordinated approach should 
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be taken to facilitate information exchange between national actors dealing with the implementation 

and monitoring of restrictive measures – Ministry of Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of 

Economic Affairs, customs authorities – and authorities investigating and prosecuting core 

international crimes. 

At the root of this Report’s comparative analysis, a survey conducted among EU Member States and 

Genocide Network Observer States in 2015 and updated in 2021, demonstrates that all Genocide 

Network Member and Observer States have implemented penalties of criminal or administrative 

nature to penalise sanctions violations into their domestic legislations. Further, the Report sheds 

light on recent national case law providing practical examples of potential synergies between the 

investigation and prosecution of sanction violations and that of core international crimes. 


